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Importance of engagement
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Same game on both 
sides: 

Recruiting & Business 
Development

Skepticism of target
Noise level in 
marketplace

Engagement is both art 
and science

How are you relevant to 
your target?

Benefits of focused 
campaigns



Tips to increased engagement on the PHONE
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Candidates are twice as likely to answer after 10 AM

Tuesdays are the best days to connect/Fridays not so much

Mention referrals when you can – candidates what familiarity 

Don’t give up! You still have a 5% chance of connecting on your 
10th attempt!



Scripting

Generic & Mysterious

› I’d like to discuss an opportunity that I believe will increase your compensation and advance your 
career. Are you open minded to learn more?

› I have an opportunity that aligns with your profile and that may intrigue you. Are you open-
minded to connect via your non-work email?

More Specific

› Even if you're not looking, understanding the Indy Tax market is important. My attached piece 
explains - in less than 400 words. 

› NOTE: RECRUITER attaches an article he wrote describing the market referenced.

MPC

› A short 3-4 bullet point teaser for a candidate that we know is highly relevant to our target 
audience and in demand in the market.

› Close the email with: “Are you open minded to evaluate someone of this caliber?”
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Scripting: Generic recruiting approach

• Opening script:

Mary, (NAME) with (SEARCH FIRM). We’re an executive search firm specializing in commercial 
lending in Northern California. I’m calling to see if you’re open to hearing about potentially 
superior opportunities. The way we do that is to talk about what you’re currently doing so I can 
know what superior looks like. How’s my timing?

Mary, what I would like to do, is understand a little bit more about your background so I know 
where you are in your career, what’s a step up for you, and most importantly, what you would 
be interested in pursuing in the future, so I don’t waste your time.

Tell me more about. . . 
Share with me your perspective. . .
I’m curious your opinion as to . . . 
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Scripting: Consistent messaging
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V M  # 1 V M  # 2 V M  # 3 V M  # 4

(NAME) from 
(SEARCH FIRM). 
Please call me back at 
(INSERT NUMBER).

(NAME) from (SEARCH 
FIRM)following up on 
my previous message. 
I’m a recruiter 
specializing in Bay 
Area commercial 
banking. I’m calling to 
see if you’re open to 
hearing about 
potentially superior 
opportunities. Please 
call me at... If we don’t 
connect, I’ll try you 
again this week.

(NAME) from (SEARCH 
FIRM). I hope you’ll 
forgive my 
persistence, but I’d be 
remiss to not reach 
out again to see when 
we can set up a call to 
talk about your career 
strategy. Please call 
me at…

(NAME) from (SEARCH 
FIRM). (INSERT 
NUMBER). It sounds 
like my timing isn’t 
right for us to talk. If I 
don’t hear back, I’ll 
put down to try you 
back in a few months. 



Tips to increased engagement using EMAIL & InMail
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Email candidates' early morning or early evening

Try the weekend – Sundays are best!

Use an interesting SUBJECT line

LinkedIn – Mid AM messages get the highest response rates!



Email & InMail strategy

• Title: “Career Opportunity: CEO Behavioral Health”

• Your message should have 4-5 things and should be 
SHORT! 

• What you are looking for:

• “I am looking for a hands-on CTO…”

• What is the company:

• “…for a high growth BH Platform…:

• Main goal of job:

• “to run the engineering team and lead 
strategy for innovation of new 
products…” 
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• What they NEED to have – leave off the 
niceties or things you know they have from 
their background

• “Experience moving a product to the 
cloud and running a $50M+ budget is 
required”

• Location and $

• “Located in the Boston area with 
competitive salary, bonus and equity”

• Call to action

• “Are you around tomorrow or 
Thursday for an introductory call?



Email

Subject: Career Opportunity-Perfusionist (Richmond, VA)

You have an impressive background. We are working with a company that is a leader in its field working with over 
1000 hospitals and looking for additional Perfusionists to add it is growing team in Richmond, VA. Looking for 
different levels - Salary is in the $110K - $190K+ plus range, additional bonuses available, and relocation package. 
Please let me know if you are interested in learning more. Thank you, 

Subject: Career Opportunity: CEO

Good Afternoon - With the changes in every state and many working from home navigating the new world can be a 
bit challenging - I hope I am reaching out at a good time. Our firm has been retained to find a Chief Executive 
Officer for a high-profile organization focused on helping children. This position reports to the Board of Directors. 
The ideal candidate will have a passion for leading and scaling a mid-size organization. Experience as a 
successful and current/active leader is a requirement to be considered as a candidate. This role has a salary in 
the high $100K to low $200K. If you are compelled to learn more or know a qualified CEO for a role like this - we 
would love to hear from you to schedule an introductory call. Thank you, 
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Email: Target MPC 

Subject: (Title/ Big sizzle statement about the candidate)

John, I'm representing a ____ moving to ___ for (insert reason):

• Benefit statement 1
• Benefit statement 2
• Benefit statement 3

I understand you may not be looking to hire right now, but what would an ideal professional have to look like 
for you to consider it?

To set up a time to talk, feel free to book through my timetrade account: insert link in the InMail OR call me at 
(insert number) and (insert email).

Regards, 
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Email: Humor

Subject: Hail Mary pass from (INSERT NAME)

Hello____,

This is a 4th down Hail Mary pass since I haven't been able to
reach you. I am enjoying a fine relationship with your
voicemail, but I would rather talk with you live and in person!
I am sure you are busy with the wolves nipping at your heels,
but this opportunity is unique and might be worth 5 minutes
of your time. If not, and things are currently going fantastic
for you, I get it, and I'll be happy to stay connected in the
future.

Times are great now, and people are busy, but it never hurts
to have that relationship before you think you need it!

Cheers,
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Email: Humor

Subject: Hail Mary pass from (INSERT NAME)

Good morning, ____,

You may have gotten busy (usually the case) and are not 
interested (sometimes the case). In either case, I thought I 
would drop you one last quick note before I move on and 
leave you alone for now. I know opportunities fall out of the 
sky when you are least expecting them and understand if the 
timing is really bad.

If you are interested in a brief conversation, please give me a 
call; otherwise, good luck, and I hope to speak with you 
sometime in the not-so-distant future!

Cheers,
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Email: Persistence 

Subject: One last try. . . 

Hi Michael, 

I've tried to reach you a few times recently to go over 
a career opportunity but haven't heard back which 
tells me one of three things:

1. You're all set with your career right now and I 
should close your file. 

2. You're still interested but haven't had the time 
to get back to me yet. 

3. You've fallen and can't get up and, in that 
case, let me know and I'll call someone to help 
you...

Please let me know as I'm starting to worry!
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Interseller

www.interseller.io

• Bonus: How to achieve a 10% booked meeting rate with 
cold email outreach

Hi insert name,

I saw you liked or commented on insert names/LinkedIn post 
about inserted content

What really captured my attention was insert an excerpt 
from the post OR excerpt from the comment.

What if question, tying value prop into the pain mentioned.

CTA: give me a chance to unpack that on a quick call. How's 
your calendar looking on insert availability/time 
management software. 
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Candidate Quadrant Questionnaire (CQQ)

• Candidate Quadrant Questionnaire 

• Behavioral based questions, tied to key 
priorities

• Everything you need for a candidate 
presentation

• Minimizes administrative burden on the 
recruiter
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Improve your process 

• Client Spec Sheet 

• An informational tool for the recruiting 
manager 

• An assessment tool for the recruiting manager 

• A tool to help you tell the story and control 
the narrative 

• A marketing tool to be used with clients and 
candidates 

• A tool that increases your value proposition 
with clients and candidates 
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Strategic partnership

• Firm sought out a leading publication 
in their industry
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Strategic partnership
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Press Release: Sanford Rose Associates® - Schmidt Group and RRY Publications Join Forces to Create a New Standard in Orthopedic Executive Recruiting

Mandeville, LA: March 17, 2020 – Sanford Rose Associates® - Schmidt Group, a retained executive recruiting firm with more than 45 years of experience recruiting top life science 
executives has entered into a strategic partnership with RRY Publications and Robin Young to create a better, executive recruiting service for companies in the orthopedic industry.

Tim Schmidt, Owner, and CEO of Sanford Rose Associates® - Schmidt Group brings over 25 years of executive experience in the medical device industry to Robin Young Ortho 
Recruiting and his firm is a member of the Sanford Rose Associates® Executive Search Network of Offices. His career in recruiting started with Terumo Cardiovascular where he built a 
successful sales and marketing team from the ground up and that division has had an outstanding record of sales and marketing success. Since then, he has worked with all executive 
management levels in orthopedics, spine and cardiovascular to find the right hiring match. Tim’s talent for recruiting and hiring has made him an ideal leader in the Robin Young 
Ortho Recruiting executive team.

Neal Hightower, Owner and Managing Director of Sanford Rose Associates® - Schmidt Group brings over 20 years of executive experience with domestic and international medical 
device companies, large and small, start-up and NYSE listed. His career has covered hiring and recruiting in orthopedics, spine, and oncology. Neal is also an award-winning medical 
device sales representative and manager. He has helped develop markets in over 40 countries around the world. Neal is one of the most talented recruiters in orthopedics and spine. 
With a solid track record of C-Suite and Director searches and placements, Neal brings his succession planning and resources to Robin Young Ortho Recruiting executive team.

Robin Young, Founder of RRY Publications and PearlDiver, was one of Wall Street’s top life sciences analysts before founding RRY Publications and PearlDiver 16 years ago. His firm is 
now the largest publishing platform in orthopedics with more than 200,000 readers and access to virtually every supplier, clinic and physician in orthopedics. In addition to his faculty 
appointments and invited lectures at major orthopedic meetings every year, Robin is also a trusted advisor to many of the fastest-growing, technologically innovative companies in 
orthopedics. Together, Tim Schmidt, Neal Hightower and Robin Young bring a truly consultative approach to finding world-class executive talent for every company in the orthopedic 
industry. No other recruiting firm brings this level of industry and people knowledge to the search process.

To learn more about Robin Young Ortho Recruiters, visit https://www.ryorthohire.com/.

To learn more about Sanford Rose Associates® – Schmidt Group, visit https://sanfordrose.com/schmidtgroup/

https://www.ryorthohire.com/
https://sanfordrose.com/schmidtgroup/


Strategic partnership
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Strategic partnership
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Be different!

Other ways to engage through email - VIDEO

Vidyard – www.vidyard.com

• Generate more pipeline, keep deals moving and turn 
leads into customers with video. Add value to your ever 
day business interactions by adding a video to your 
emails. Video Hosting. Video Analytics. MAP & CRM 
Integration. Customize Video Sharing. 

• Client MPC Example

• Candidate Example: Director of Sales
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Tools & technology

OutsourceNow: www.outsourcenow.com

• Proven sourcing and research firm

• How to use the tool? They can build a clean and tagged database with candidates, companies, LI profile 
imports, practically no duplicates, and companies tagged with industry and the nuances of their work

• Can assign to build out certain parts of their database OR build out a specific search need

• Reasonable hourly fee

Interseller: www.interseller.io

• How do recruiters use the platform? For prospecting and cold outreach to recruiters who could be clients as 
well as sourcing and contacting candidates 

• Main features of Interseller, think of it as an engagement tool. You can source by finding verified contact 
information of new prospects, you can outreach by automating a series of personal emails. You also can 
connect by synchronizing all your prospects and communication.

• Interstellar helps recruiters reduce the time it takes to make a higher. Interstellar can find any candidate's 
personal email address and reach them with automated and personalized email sequences, all while 
keeping all the most popular applicant tracking systems up to date. 
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Tools & technology

Outplay: www.outplayhq.com

• A sales engagement platform that helps increase pipeline by 300% while providing insights that can drive 
your business. It's the perfect combination of automation and genuine conversations to optimize outreach 
across email, phone, social media, text, and chat while ensuring the best practices are consistently being 
used across the team. It's perfect for helping your sales team capture more meetings by starting genuine 
conversations at scale!

Owler: www.owler.com

• Know your customers, access rich data on over 14 million companies so you're informed before you reach 
out. Track the companies that matter to you. Hard to find company data, the strategic news alerts for savvy 
executives, marketers, and sales professionals.

Hiretual: www.hiretual.com

• AI powered global talent platform. Accurate data for better outreach with an 85% contact-finding rate 
giving access to personal emails, work emails, phone numbers and social media links. Data stays updated 
and refreshed across the tools you currently use. Source engage and analyze data utilizing 45+ online 
platforms. 
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Thank you!

Erin Bent 
Partner & Senior Director Training & Development

erin@nextlevelexchange.com
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